Upgrade the old.
Build the new

Accelerate business
transformation
EdgeReady Cloud makes building,
modernizing, and maintaining even
the most complicated SAP custom
business processes easy.
Pillir’s EdgeReady Cloud is an SAP-optimized lowcode rapid application development and integration
platform. It enables users to enhance speed to
market and optimize time, effort, and capital spent
on innovation by modernizing their legacy business
processes in complex SAP landscapes.
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Total cost of
ownership by reducing
techical debt

App development
and speed to
market

30%
3x

20x

IMPROVEMENT

efficiency and productivity

ACCELERATED MODERNIZATION

BUSINESS AGILITY

DIRECT, NATIVE INTEGRATION

Modernize Legacy Code
at Your Own Place

Rapidly Build New
Business Applications

Seamlessly Integrate
into Your SAP Ecosystem

EdgeReady Cloud automatically
converts your existing legacy
custom code into cloud-native,
microservice-enabled applications
and migrates your business logic in
the process, ensuring institutional
knowledge doesn’t get lost in the
transition to a modern ERP.

As a low-code, rapid application
development platform, EdgeReady
Cloud enables experts and nonexperts alike to develop robust
business applications in complex
ERP environments 20 times faster
than traditional methods.

Using EdgeReady Cloud’s native
SAP adapters, built-in middleware,
and drag-and-drop integration
builder, you can easily integrate
the platform with your SAP
implementation and other business
systems.
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Cleaner Core

New route to business accleration.
At your own pace.

EdgeReady Cloud separates the
application layer from the SAP
core, making enterprises’ existing
SAP systems cleaner, more
standardized, more secure, and
easier to maintain and migrate.

With EdgeReady Cloud, you don’t need to wait for digital
transformation. You can start to modernize your operations before or
after S/4HANA migration -- at your own pace.
Using EdgeReady Cloud, organizations can quickly modernize their
business processes in hours or days, as opposed to months or years.

The Pillir Difference

Not all low-code solutions are born the same

Unique

Comparative

• Debt discovery dashboard

• True offline capabilities

• Automated ABAP conversion

• Cloud-native architecture

• Distributed rules engine with
native SAP integration

• Full SDLC with automated
Testing

• Consumption-based pricing
model

Holistic
• Made for SAP Experts by SAP
experts
• Built inside-out from an ERP
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Pillir is the developer of a low-code/no-code, cloud-native platform that enables organizations to develop mission-critical apps 20 times faster than traditional methods, leveraging
the power of SAP’s digital core from any device, with or without connectivity. Pillir’s platform automatically converts legacy custom business processes to modern cloud-native
applications, available on the web and via any mobile device. It enables organizations at any stage of their SAP journey to accelerate their digital transformation, enabling
innovation at the edge while maintaining a clean SAP digital core. www.pillir.io
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